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Abstract

Front end processing is a possj~le ~pplication for the MEMBERS
system.

In such a role it would execute u1ost of the job control and small

computational functions of a time sharing system.
logical de,elopment from current front end systems.

This is seen as a
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Introduction

Data concentrators, connnunications processors, satellite computers, front
end processors - all these terms can be applied with varying degrees of
precision to the uses of small computers in a data pro~essing complex.

Th e

reasons for such uses are as varied as the applications , e.g.
1)

Local multiplexing of many low speed lines onto one high speed line to
a central computer can reduce the cost of data transmission.

2)

A batch processing system can be given some time sharing facilities
by using an ancillary system to handle accountancy, file editing and
job initiation, thus minimising modifications to the original system.

3)

Non standard devices can be presented to the main processor as some
other device of equal data transfer rate, eliminating the need for
operating system extensions.

4)

A mini computer system with much greater capabilities can often be
purchas e d elsewhere for the same price as the mainframe manufacturer's
'unintelligent' terminal equipment.

5)

The use of character handling processors for driving input and output
devices ensures fuller exploitation of a costly scientific central
processor.

It might be thought that because points 2 and 3 apparently reflect a failin g
by the original system designers, little importance should be attached to
them wh en predicting future developments.

On the contrary, they show the

usefulness of distributed proce ssing power in achieving a modular approach
to the design of e xtendible systems.
ratio

Now given the falling cost/performance

for all types of computers, how particularly should this advantage

be exploited in the situations typified bj 1 and 2?

5 establishes the

tendency to reserve expens ive logic for its de signed purpose .

Hore generally,

it is important in number crunching applications that the processor's power,
(e.g. for array processing) is neither de graded by general purpose requirements
nor poorly utilised by other operating syJtem functions which only m?nipulate
bits or characters.

We would therefore anticipate further specialisation in
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2.

processor design and regard the proposed system organisation as an
economical support for terminal handling and many job control functions
of a multi access complex, as in 2.

Increase in computing power would

allow the data concentrators of 1 to cope with locally maintained data
files and hence cheaper overnight transmission by switched network of
updated data to the central system when necessary.
The following sections are devoted to front end processors.

A front end

processor is taken to be a small computer interfaced between the termi~als
of a time sharing system and the main processor.

The sort of function

performed by front end processors is described in Section 2.

3.

2.

The purpose of front end processors

The type of user facility expected from a front end processor determines
the way such a processor must be linked to the main system.

Three examples

are given in increasing order of expected complexity in system requirements:
(i)

multiplexing of communications lines, with varying degrees of
processing of the input

(ii)
(iii)

file editing
on line interaction with large programs.

In rough correspondence to these facilities are three possible linkage
methods:
a)

Attachment of front end processor on a data channel to the main
processor.

The type of channel used would depend on the data

transfer rates and interprocessor communication requirements.
b)

Sharing of backing store devices.

c)

Sharing of main illemory.

A simple e:rnrnple of (a) would be the Interdata Model 15 communications
processor for IBM 360's (ref. 1).

However, the UCC Fasbac system (ref. 2)

has its own backing store and allows storing and editing of program and
data files which can also be passed to the central system, a Univac 1108,
for processing.

Results may be filed or returned to the user's Fasbac

terminal or to a high speed terminal.
language is also available.

An interpretive string manipulation

No interaction is possible with programs on

the 1108 and interactive editing is limited to Fasbac files.
In 1965 Scherr (ref 3) proposed using an IBM 1400 series machine for
handling all file manipulation , program input and editing functions of the
IBM 7094 - based CTSS.

The 1400 would haveseparate access to the 7094's disc,

and on the new system 45 users could be serviced with the same response time
as 30 in the old.

The proposed arran geme nt exemplifies (b) but unfortunate ly

it was never impl emented.

Since 1965 the size and data transfer rates of

direct access backing store have increased so that similar applications now
might need a more sophisticated auxiliary processor than that proposed for
our experimental system (ref 4).

4.

Systems of type (c) are more truly classified as multi-processor rather
than front ended.

The Logicon time sharing system (ref 5) using four mini

computers (three of which are microprogrammed DSC META 4s) is designed this
way.

The processors each have specific functions to perform:-

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

system control
user process execution
communications and peripheral ccntrol
drum control

(i), (ii) and (iii) share an I/0 memory and all four have access to the main
memory .

The system control processor is also connected to the other three

processors by interrupt and acknowledge lines.

5.

3.

An example

This section classifies the GEORGE3 job control commands giving provisional
configuration requirements fo_r execution where possible by a front end
processor.

For meanings of the commands refer to the GEORGE3 manual (ref 6).

The idealised arrangement is to execute all job control functions on the front
end processor and all non trivial user programs on the main processor (leaving
"non trivial" undefined for the purposes of this exercise).
Most of the commands can be issued either from a job description controlling
the running of a back ground job, or from a MOP console.

In the fonner case

it would be the main processor's function only to monitor program events and
interrrupt the normal processing sequence whilst the ancillary processor
perfonned the appropriate job control operation dictated by the job description.
A data channel will always be needed at least for passing such communications
from the main to ancillary processor.

The subsequent execution of stored job

control commands on the ancillary system might be treated similarly to MOP
console input.

Shared access to the monitor files will also always be needed.

There are basically Lhree methods of linkage:
a)

processors linked by data channel

b)

processors sharing backing store

c)

processors sharir.g main memory

The following points must be considered when determining which is the most
suitable method for implementing a particular command.
1)

In many cases access is required to a program's core image and status
infonnation.

Without knowledge of the operation of GEORGE3's program

swapping and scheduling procedures it is impossible to know whether acc~ss
to the backing store device holding the core images is sufficient.

It

might also be necessary to either share the core store or pass such
commands to the main processor for execution.

The position would be

further complicated if only parts of a process are swapped out on
suspension.
2)

Sharing of main memory is unlikely to be practicable for this application.

3)

Sharing of large numbers of backing &tore devices on separate ctannels
would probably not be possible.

6.

4)

Overuse of (a) above would probably mean that the front end processor
is only pre-processing the corrnnand input stream and leaving command
execution to the main system, which is not our intention.

The following are the commands needing access to a program's core image or
status informat:i_on.

We will assume that this can be achieved by accessing

the swap file:
ABANDON
ALTER
ASSIGN
CONNECT
CONTINUE
CORE
DELETE
DISCONNECT
ENDJOB
ENTER
FAIL
reads from filestore

FIND
HALT
LOAD
LOADENTER

)
)
)

II

II

II

MONITOR
OFF
ON
POSTMORTEM
PRINT

)
)
)

write to monitor file

)
)
)
)

also use filestore

QUIT
RESTORE
RESUME
SAVE
WAIT

7.

It is expected that job descriptions and accountancy information would
belong to the ancillary system and only such control iµformation as is
necessary for running the current program up to the next job control command
would be passed to the central ·s ystem.

The following commands would

therefore be implemented independently of the central system:
ALLOWANCE

BUDGET
BUDGETQUERY
GOTO
INSTPARA

JOB
JOBTIME
LOGIN
LOGOUT

MACDEF
NEWPASSWORD

RUNJOB
SETPARAM
TIME
WHATJOBS
WHATSTATE
Many commands refer to data files and directories.

This area will cause the

most difficulty in designing a front end system, for several reasons:
i)
ii)

Some file dire ctories are core resident
The small processor may not be able to cope with several high transfer
rate devices

iii)

The cost of providing separate access to several backing store devices
will need justification

In a university time sharing environment these considerations are not re~trictive
as the on line files would be limited to binary programs and small data files
including source programs under development.

8.

Detailed ccnsideration would however have to be given to the requirements of
particular applications to determine the amount of backing store which should
be shared between the processors.

The following commands are affected:

COPY
COPYIN
COPYOUT
CREATE
DEAD
DIRECTORY
EDIT
ERASE
FIND
GET
GETONLINE
INPUT
LISTDIR
LISTFILE
MAKEDIR
NEW
RENAME
REPORT

(outputs from monitor file)

RETURN
TRAPCHECK
TRAPGO
TRAPSTOP
WORKFILEHOVE
WORKTAPES
Sowe commands are associated primarily with on line peripherals.

DISENGAGE
DOCUMENT
ONLINE
RELEASE
RIGHT
TERMINATE
TRANSPORTS
UNLOAD
WRONG

9.

A few co"!'Uilands are for communication between operator, user and system.
They all write to the monitor file.

ANSWER
CANTDO
DISPLAY
QUESTION
The remaining commands are:

IF

REDON
WHENEVER
and their implementation requirements depend on the parameters.
Job control commands are not the only operations which the fr0nt end
processor might support.

There are several other possibilities, cilld

each needs investigation:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Line by line compilation of input source programs.
The "desk-calculator" facilities of interpretive languages.
Limited in f ormation retrieval.

10.
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A Bibliography of user behaviour on time sharing systems:

1.

SCHERR, A .L.
'An Analysis of Time Shared Computer Systems', MIT Research Monograph,
No. 36, 1967.

2.

TOTSCHEK, R.A.
'An Empirical Investigation into the Behaviour of the SDC Time Sharing
System', System Development Corporation, August 1965.

3.

SACKMAN, H.
'Experimental Investigation of User Performance in Time Shared Computin g
Systems', System Development Corporation, May 1967.

4.

JACKSON, P.E. and STUBBS, C.D.
'A Study of Multiaccess Computer Communications',
Conference, 1969.

5.

Spring Joint Computer

BRYAN, G.E.
'JOSS:
20,000 hours at the Console - A Statistical St.nmnary',
Rand Corporation Memorandum, RM-5359-PR, August 1967.

3 is a 100-page 'state of the art' and literature survey, with a long reference
list. More recent work must be traced before the biblio graphy is complete, but
papers 1, 4 and 5 contain some valuable statistical information upon which
feasibility studies for front end processors might be based.

11.

5.

A questionnaire

The following notes include the sort of question which might optimistically
be asked of users or answered by the literature in a survey to obtain data
about curren: uses of front end processors.
considered when designing

They should in any case b8

a front end processor with the proposed system.

1.

Description of application

2.

Diagram of connnunications n~twork.

3.

Central ,:omputer(s) - make, configurc1.tion, etc.

4.

Ancillary computer(s)

5.

Terminal equipment

6.

Line speeds and type

7.

Maximum data transmission rates expected

8.

Tasks performed on ancillary processors initiated by

9.

(a)

Central system

(b)

terminal user

Tasks performed on central system initiated by
(a)

ancillary system

(b)

user

10.

Graded response times for 8 and 9

11.

Percentage utilisation of ancillary system cpu

12.

Percentage utilisation of data transmission lines

13.

Use of local backing store

14.

Additional tasks it would be desirable to process in the ancillary system

15.

Response times needed for 14

16.

File storage needed for 14

17.

Uses of any shared backing store

18.

Uses of shared core store

19.

System security

20.

Resource allocation/store management

21.

Interrupts

(a)

source

(b)

frequency

(c)

crisis time

22.

Multiprogramming

23.

Multiprocessing

24.

PrograITIIIling facilities for ancillary sys tern alteration and development
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12.

25.

Uses of dynamic store allocation.

Sizes of segments requested

26.

Bottlenecks from non re-entrant or non interruptible code

27.

Expansion

28.

High level scheduling for Central co~puter by ancillary system

29.

Synchronisation of independent processes

maximum number of lines per processor

It is proposed that analysis is carried out of actual connnand usage on the
ICL Minimop System and its derivative in use at Q.M.C., with a view to determining the requirements for a front end processor operating within the Mi~imop
interface.
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